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Getting the most out of

Artificial Intelligence

Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is without question one of the hottest trends today. When we think about AI, 

futuristic scenarios more science fiction than computer science often come to mind. We’re not there yet, 

but there are practical AI applications available today and the best marketers have already tapped into the 

many benefits. For those that haven’t yet made the leap, AI can help solve seemingly impossible problems 

and accomplish tasks with ease that could previously only be achieved with great effort, time and resources. 

AI offers marketers an unprecedented opportunity to start getting more from their marketing resources 

while expending less effort. It helps you analyze more data more quickly, uncover deeper insights, and it 

continuously learns and adapts to changing customer segments for more personalized digital experiences. In 

a nutshell, AI makes marketers better at what they’ve been hired to do. In this e-book we’ll explore the 5 ways 

marketing pros are using AI to accomplish very challenging, time consuming and often unpalatable tasks in a 

fraction of the effort and time, and increase revenues in doing so. 
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5 Ways Marketing Pros
Are Using AI For A
Digital Experience Edge

AI: a Definition

What is Artificial Intelligence? Artificial intelligence 

simply means technology that mimics human 

intelligence. The term “AI” was originally coined by 

John McCarthy in 1955. Since that time enthusiasm 

about AI has gradually increased. Many agree that 

artificial intelligence is the future, but only the most 

effective and successful marketers know that the 

future – which includes computers and robots that 

can think for us, anticipate us, outperform us, and 

some fear will even replace us – is now. Today many 

of those AI applications are years from being fully 

realized. But the 2017 State of Marketing report from 

Salesforce indicates that marketers are paying more 

attention to artificial intelligence than ever before, 

with 51% of marketing leaders already using AI in 

some form or another. And Gartner predicts that by 

2020, artificial intelligence will be used by at least 

60% of organizations for digital commerce. Clearly, 

it’s time for all marketers to get on board or risk 

being left behind.
The 2017 State of Marketing report from Salesforce indicates 
that marketers are paying more attention to artificial. 
intelligence than ever before, with 51% of marketing leaders 
already using AI in some form or another. 4
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The AI
Opportunity

Before we dive into the 5 ways 
marketing pros are using AI to 
gain a digital experience edge, 
let’s take a look at the common 
challenges marketers face today 
and the opportunity AI presents 
for each.

1. Omnichannel 
proliferation and digital 
complexity

There has been a 95%+ compounded annual growth 

rate (CAGR) in marketing technologies over the 

past six years according to Scott Brinker’s Marketing 

Technology Landscape Supergraphic. At the same 

time, channel proliferation has also increased. Gartner 

forecasts that 8.4 billion connected things will be in 

use worldwide by the end of 2017, up 31 percent from 

2016, and will reach 20.4 billion by 2020. That’s a lot 

of channels for marketers to keep up with. But, the 

consumer gets what the consumer wants which will 

force marketers to add new channel experiences to 

the mix whether they like it or not. The outcome will 

be hastily integrated tools and channels to existing 

digital ecosystems resulting in disjointed marketing 

stacks and unmanageable digital complexity. Instead 

of buckling under the complexity of creating and 

delivering digital experiences across all of these 

channels, AI helps marketers thrive by streamlining 

omnichannel processes so individualized content 

can easily get to consumers, anytime, anywhere in a 

synchronous manner.
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2. Data and a holistic view 
of the customer

According to Forrester, “Marketers have reached 

a point where their ability to capture data has 

exceeded their ability to take data-driven action”. 

Forrester adds that “Even though more than 60% of 

B2C marketing organizations believe they have too 

much data to process in order to gain actionable 

insights, more than 80% of marketing technology 

decision makers say they currently are working or 

would work with technology partners to apply AI and 

drive more value from data”. 

Data is the great untapped goldmine of the 21st 

century, and unifying data is the siren song for 

digital marketers everywhere. Without question, 

access to data is the biggest challenge for marketers 

responsible for the customer journey. Disjointed tools 

and channels that don’t work well together lead to 

disconnected data silos preventing marketers from 

gaining the holistic view of the customer they need 

to satisfy them at every step in the customer journey. 

What digital transformation has promised to solve, 

AI solves elegantly now with the ability to unify data 

sources from across disparate organizations, as well 

as internal and external channels and technologies. AI 

can for example bring together data sources such as 

behavioral data, website traffic data and CRM data to 

surface insights and suggest actions based on those 

insights. The result is completeness of customer data 

for more intelligent content targeting – an important 

step in the delivery of real-time, highly optimized and 

personalized content delivery.

According to Forrester, “Marketers have reached a point 
where their ability to capture data has exceeded their 
ability to take data-driven action”.
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3. Personalized customer 
experiences

Customer experience is the new competitive 

battleground according to Gartner. After a bad digital 

experience, a person will tell 26 people about their 

negative experience. Conversely, a person will tell 9 

people about a good one. Boston Consulting Group 

(BCG) asserts that “brands that create personalized 

experiences by integrating advanced digital 

technologies and proprietary data for customers 

are seeing revenues increase by 6% to 10% – two 

to three times faster than those that don’t. As a 

result, personalization leaders stand to capture a 

disproportionate share of category profits in the new 

age of individualized brands while slow movers will 

lose customers, share, and profits”. BCG adds that 

over the next five years in three sectors alone – retail, 

healthcare, and financial services – personalization 

will push a revenue shift of some $800 billion to the 

15% of companies that get it right. 

What does this tell us? That digital experiences are 

a high stakes game. Personalization is a powerful 

use case for AI because it is so effective at engaging 

customers by individualizing each interaction across 

any channel, whether website, mobile device, 

wearable, IoT smart device or app.

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) asserts that “brands that create personalized 
experiences by integrating advanced digital technologies and proprietary data for 
customers are seeing revenues increase by 6% to 10% – two to three times faster 
than those that don’t”. BCG adds that over the next five years in three sectors 
alone – retail, healthcare, and financial services – personalization will push a 
revenue shift of some $800 billion to the 15% of companies that get it right. 
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4. Real-time customer 
engagement

One of the hardest things for marketers to do today 

is understand what’s going to drive that next positive 

customer interaction and act on it in real time. Data 

will do marketers no good unless it is available in 

real time to change a customer outcome. Unlocking 

your data and using it as fuel to power real-time 

customer interactions across multiple channels is one 

of the great opportunities AI presents. Combined 

with the power of unified data, AI can deliver winning 

combinations of content-rich, targeted digital 

experiences that create micro-moments of influence 

– which according to Google are intent-rich split 

seconds when decisions are made and preferences 

are shaped – vital for marketers looking to influence 

customer behavior and gain a competitive edge. 
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5. Time to market and 
value

In an increasingly competitive digital world, time to 

market is not only essential, it’s critical. In fact, for 

many marketers time to market may be the only 

competitive advantage. Fast time to market is also 

difficult for marketing organizations to realize due 

to the time-consuming work necessary to delivering 

real-time digital experiences. Digital marketers need 

tools that reduce the time it takes to analyze data 

and gain actionable insights, as well as other manual, 

labor-intensive tasks such as preparing reports. AI 

algorithms dramatically reduce time to market for 

common time consuming tasks allowing marketers to 

spend their energy on what they do best – strategy, 

digital experience design, content creation, etc. – and 

let the systems do the rest. 
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AI
in Practice
Now that we know the common 
challenges that AI solves, let’s 
look at the 5 ways marketing 
pros are using AI, and the often 
astonishing impact it has on 
digital marketing results.

Websites
AI can do a lot for websites. What it can’t do is build 

entire new websites from the ground up – yet, but it 

comes darn close. What AI can do is help you deliver 

highly personalized website experiences, optimize 

for better performance (sales, clicks, conversion 

rates, etc), and build highly targeted Account-Based 

Marketing microsites and landing pages dynamically 

and at scale. Best, it helps you accomplish these feats 

in a fraction of the time. While AI’s full potential is 

still revealing itself, it can already help you enhance 

the visitor experience with intelligent personalization 

on your site. Intelligent AI algorithms can help:

 Ò Make recommendations – AI recommendations 

make marketers better at recommending 

products that customers are more likely to 

buy. For example, Hallmark Channel increased 

video views per user by 43% using AI-powered 

recommendations. According to Business 

Insider, “Personalized recommendations can 

stop shoppers from bouncing to Amazon. If a 

brand doesn’t recommend a customized list 

of products in marketing messages, 47% of 

consumers will move from the brand’s website 

to Amazon. This suggests that personalized 

product recommendations that include 

previously viewed products and items that may 

appeal to consumers could do wonders for those 

struggling to combat Amazon”. Amazon is (of 

course) already onto the AI fast track, estimating 

that 35% of its revenues are from its own AI 

recommendation engine. 

 Ò Monitor traffic – AI tools such as Hunch help 

you analyze website traffic so you know what’s 

happening on your site at any given time using 

real-time reporting helping you respond to 

anomalies and opportunities as they arise.

 Ò Increase conversions – Online sports retailer 

Bild Shop used AI-powered insights and 

personalization to increase conversions by 20% 

and boost click-through rates by 69%. 

 Ò Personalize experiences – By analyzing hundreds 

of data points about a single user (including 

location, demographics, device, interaction 

with the website, etc.), AI can deliver the best-

fitting offers and content for more personalized 

digital experiences. Adventure retailer Fjallraven 

boosted revenue per user by 30% and iconic 

Italian retailer LUISAVIAROMA increased average 

revenue per user by 15% by personalizing digital 

experiences. 

 Ò Deliver push notifications – Thanks to AI 

behavioral analytics, push notifications can be 

specific to individual users, delivering the right 

message to them at the right time. Johnston 

Press aggregated behavioral data from across 

13 sites and used it to deliver targeted push 

notifications, increasing visits by 10% for a 31.8% 

CTR uplift.

According to Business Insider, “Personalized recommendations can stop shoppers from 
bouncing to Amazon. If a brand doesn‘t recommend a customized list of products in 
marketing messages, 47% of consumers will move from the brand’s website to Amazon. 
This suggests that personalized product recommendations that include previously viewed 
products and items that may appeal to consumers could do wonders for those struggling 
to combat Amazon”.
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Digital Signage
Retail is changing, and so must the retail store. 

Digital signage is increasingly being used by retailers 

to extend customer journeys and close the loop 

between the digital store and the physical store. AI is 

truly shifting the way products are being bought and 

sold. Retailers can monitor the impact of pricing and 

promotional strategies in-store in split seconds and 

react with equal speed delivering targeted content 

via digital signs that considerably increases the 

likelihood of a purchase. They can also use AI insights 

to quickly analyze and adjust discount strategies. In 

a world where margins are slim, AI-powered digital 

signage can be a real competitive advantage for not 

only the retail industry, but also hospitality, banking, 

education and many more. Here are a few ways AI is 

helping digital signage go mainstream:

 Ò AI applications such as footfall analytics and 

image recognition help gather customer data 

providing critical insights that can help in-store 

retailers use digital signs to optimize product 

shelf positions and provide real-time pricing 

and promotions to beat competitor brands, and 

increase sales. 

 Ò AI has also found a foothold in advertising on 

digital signage. Retailers can now leverage 

customer data to give sign viewers targeted ads 

and offers wherever a sign is in the same way 

they can online. Rite Aid for example uses digital 

signs to offer elderly shoppers who enter the 

store reading glasses coupons increasing the 

likelihood of a purchase. 

In a world where margins are slim, AI-powered digital signage 
can be a real competitive advantage for not only the retail 
industry, but also hospitality, banking, education and many 
more. 
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Mobile Web and Mobile 
Apps. 
The problem with most mobile experiences today is 

that they aren’t optimized for the mobile customer 

journey. There is a ton of data that brands can 

leverage to deliver optimized and personalized 

experiences, but the reality is that most mobile sites 

are merely responsive versions of corporate websites. 

AI optimized mobile experiences present a huge 

opportunity for marketers to differentiate themselves 

from competitors. And delivering mobile experiences 

that are personalized to the individual with relevant 

content recommendations, real-time offers, and other 

targeted content is how you do it.

 Ò Engage with AI-powered Chatbots. Chatbots 

are the new online support representative, only 

automated. They are essentially messenger 

programs that mimic human conversations to 

help people do things such as choose a movie, 

book flights, troubleshoot support issues, 

schedule appointments, and so on. eMarketer 

estimates that around 2 billion people worldwide 

will use messaging apps by 2019, and trailblazing 

companies – such as Facebook and its “M” 

messenger – are already using AI-powered 

chatbots to extend reach and better engage 

customers on their mobile devices and apps. 

 Ò Deliver perfectly personalized mobile content. 

AI-powered personalization helps organizations 

unify data from internal and external sources 

(systems, channels, etc.) for a single view of 

the customer. That data can then be used to 

deliver perfectly personalized digital experiences 

that incite customers to action on their mobile 

devices, wherever they may be. Starbucks is 

a great example of a company getting mobile 

personalized experiences right. Starbucks’ app 

leverages customer information such as coffee-

type preferences, consumption times, and branch 

preferences to craft personalized promotions for 

the individual. A customer who likes lattes might 

be served a promo for a new flavor as they walk 

in or approach a Starbucks store. 

 Ò Uncover micro-segments.  AI segmenting helps 

you leverage insights gleaned from cross-

device behaviors to uncover and target valuable 

customer segments. You can segment by user 

behavior, device type, element clicks, geo-

location, local weather forecast, past purchases 

and more. 

 Ò Increase revenues with recommendations. 

AI-powered recommendations allow you to 

increase user retention, app engagement and 

session length by inserting data-driven product, 

content and email recommendations at critical 

touchpoints and drop-offs. Iconic beauty brand 

Sephora, for example, increased ROI 6X using AI-

powered product recommendations.

 Ò Drive clicks with automated mobile app A/B 

testing. AI-powered A/B testing helps you 

automatically and continuously optimize the 

performance of any app content using testing 

and optimization algorithms. Test anything 

from headlines to CTAs to landing pages and 

let AI choose the best options for you for truly 

effortless optimization.

AI optimized mobile experiences present a huge opportunity for marketers to 
differentiate themselves from competitors. And delivering mobile experiences 
that are personalized to the individual with relevant content recommendations, 
real-time offers, and other targeted content is how you do it.
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One Harley-Davidson dealership in New York increased sales 
leads by almost 3,000% by using AI to uncover lookalike 
audiences who were also interested in buying from this 
particular dealership, and serving better targeted ads.

Paid Advertising
Paid advertising campaigns are a healthy mix of 

art and science with many moving parts. Achieving 

optimal results is a full-time job that requires 

expertise, an analytical mind, and speed. It turns out 

AI is far better at optimizing paid advertisements and 

getting results than we humans. Why? AI algorithms 

excel at analyzing data on ad performance, surfacing 

patterns and insights, iterating to drive better 

results, and multitasking at speeds that marketers 

could never achieve. Time to market gains mean 

marketers can focus on perfecting the things they 

can do that AI can’t, such as strategy and design. 

It’s the combination of human and machine that 

gives advertisers a competitive edge. Here are a few 

practical AI applications for paid advertising:

 Ò Programmatic display ads. AI algorithms can 

deliver more relevant display ad content and bid 

for ads in real time for greater efficiency. Insights 

gained from analyzing data help advertisers 

deliver more personalized advertisements to the 

right consumer at the right time. 

 Ò Digital sign ads. As mentioned above, AI helps 

advertisers use viewer data to deliver highly 

targeted content, offers and display ads on 

digital signs, whether the digital signage 

screen is indoors or out. Retailers can also use 

demographic data to further target ads and 

promotions to customers standing in front of a 

sign in real time helping to motivate customers 

while in store at the point of sale. 

 Ò Boost ad performance. Brands are also using 

AI-unified data consumed from a variety of 

channels, devices and apps to improve ad 

performance with more targeted media buys. For 

example, one Harley-Davidson dealership in New 

York increased sales leads by almost 3,000% 

by using AI to uncover lookalike audiences 

who were also interested in buying from this 

particular dealership, and serving better targeted 

ads.
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The Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT) smart devices are 

fundamentally changing how people connect. 

Organizations everywhere are waking up to the 

fact that there is a great untapped opportunity for 

businesses that can connect IoT things to other IoT 

things and IoT things to customers. These IoT things 

– home appliances, cars, virtual assistants, wearables, 

etc. – powered by AI offer mobile-like moments of 

influence that serve up the content consumers want, 

right on the connected smart device, in real-time, and 

in context. It gives manufacturers and retailers the 

ability to interact with their consumers, and deepen 

experiences with their brands and products. There is 

also a great untapped reservoir of data to be mined 

and exploited, if you can access it and that is where 

AI comes into play.

 Ò AI consolidated data. AI helps marketers unify 

data points from IoT things, apps, channels, 

etc. to gain meaningful insights into consumer 

audiences and leverage those insights to make 

better decisions and deliver more personalized 

experiences. AI will also be used to help mine 

data from IoT devices. IBM’s AI “Watson” for 

example is used by Olli, the self-driving car. 

Olli leverages AI gleaned data to provide 

recommendations to customers while driving 

on things such as restaurants they might like or 

remind them to arrive at their destination by a 

certain time.

These IoT things – home appliances, cars, virtual assistants, 
wearables, etc. – powered by AI offer mobile-like moments of 
influence that serve up the content consumers want, right on the 
connected smart device, in real-time, and in context.
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Conclusion

The bottom line is that artificial intelligence helps you intelligently personalize content and deliver it with targeted 

accuracy at every stage of the customer journey on any channel, any device, any screen size, anywhere, anytime. 

Marketers that take advantage of AI today will be able to accomplish exponentially more while expending less effort. 

They’ll be able to leverage customer data for more intelligent targeting and focus their energy on honing marketing 

strategies rather than doing work that AI can do better. And in doing so, they will realize a significant edge over 

their competition. Those that wait to incorporate AI into their daily marketing activities will find it increasingly more 

difficult to compete. Time to market will suffer, personalized experiences will suffer, and so will their bottom line. The 

time to act and take advantage of this emerging phenomenon is now. 

5 Ways 

Marketing Pros Are Using AI
For a Digital Experience Edge

Request a demo to see
the power of AI

View a recorded
AI webinar

See this blog post on
AI-Personalization

GET A DEMO WATCH NOW VIEW POST
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About e-Spirit

e-Spirit’s FirstSpirit Digital Experience Platform, offered through a SaaS or on-premises model, 
helps businesses engage customers and increase revenue with personalized, content-rich digital 
experiences anytime, anywhere. Savvy digital marketers across all industry sectors rely on the 
FirstSpirit platform for individualized and synchronized content delivery across all channels to 
differentiate their companies and compel their users to action.

e-Spirit, founded in 1999, is part of the adesso Group and has offices in 16 locations in the US, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Singapore, Switzerland, Austria, and the United Kingdom. Customers 
include international brands and corporations such as L’Oréal, Lancôme, Commerzbank, BASF, 

Bosch, Belk, Urban Decay, Olympus, Santander Bank, Signet Jewelers and many others.

Visit us at www.e-Spirit.com
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